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ABSTRACT

With the advancement of technologies, the organization and business applications are witnessed with the increasing trends to adopt cut edge technologies to normalize their business process. However, this trend was not observed much on the e-Procurement system, where the existing users still place the purchase order using conventional web-based approach that cannot address various ongoing challenges in eProcurement system. This paper attempts to review the existing trends and challenges of web-based eProcurement system and discusses that with the adoption of cloud computing as present trend, such ongoing issues of eProcurement can be addressed. The paper discusses the effectiveness of the existing techniques with interpretation of research gap.
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1. INTRODUCTION

E-Procurement is the method applied by the user to purchase the products or the services online. However, technically speaking, e-procurement is a typical case of business to consumer or government purchase as well as various forms of supplies, services, and work using internet and other modern technological devices as the medium of purchase [1] [2]. However, it is not that easy by the name, which shows that it is all about online purchase. Basically, e-procurement works by integration of various types of components e.g. purchase order integration, shipment management, e-tendering, status updates of active order, e-auctioning, and vendor management [4] [5]. However, the e-procurement system is designed on various distinct operation i.e. spend analysis, supplier assessment, supplier identification, sourcing, contract management, procurement, order fulfillment, and invoicing [5] [6]. The key features of any standard e-procurement model are Purchase orders, Requisitioning, Budgeting, Approval management, Quotation Management, Invoicing [7] [8].

The prime motive of this manuscript is to explore about the existing e-procurement system, discuss its issues, and highlights how cloud computing assists in solving the issues of conventional e-procurement system. The paper also discusses about the significant research gap in the existing system and highlights the brief of future study. Section 1 discusses about the Introduction to the domain of the study with brief highlights about the background and problem identification. Section 2 discusses about research methodology and Research and discussion has been discusses in Section 3and Section 4 makes some concluding remarks.
1.1. Background

This section discusses about the background of the study highlighting the prior research attempts towards designing e-Procurement system till date. Chen et al. [9] has presented a study for implementing a conventional e-procurement system taking the case study of shipping industry. The system was designed using Java. However, the limitation of the study is it was tested using quantitative analysis without much empirical technique, that doesn’t prove much reliability or applicability of this system. Ho et al. [10] carried out the study to investigate the influence of e-procurement system on firm’s performance using hypothetical modelling and not with computational model. Hernandez et al. [11] have presented a study on supply chain management emphasizing on the SOA model to enhance the performance. One of the significant studies towards e-Procurement was carried out by Fong and Yan [12]. The design of the model is experimented in real-time considering the specific case study of e-tendering system. Unfortunately, the outcome of the study is not accompanied by any significant benchmarking. Subramaniam and Shaw [13] have presented a study towards web-based e-procurement system to leverage the e-commerce system. The limitation of the study is absence of discussion of computational techniques or an efficient implementation procedure to design the web-based e-procurement system. Gardenal et al. [14] have presented a framework for e-procurement in public sector using qualitative approach. Bikshapathi and Raghuveer [15] have presented a design of e-Procurement system considering the case study of Andhra Pradesh. Azar et al. [16] have adopted the UML approach to address the ongoing challenges of e-Procurement system. From software engineering viewpoint, the study has presented a flexible design pattern of using conventional e-procurement system. Trkman and McCormack [17] have presented a paper discussing about the advantages and threats of e-Procurement system. This is significantly a good technical manuscript compared to all the above manuscripted explored. The authors have vividly described the methodology and evaluation procedure for better clarity in implementation of the study. Another better quality of technical study towards eprocurement was carried out by Matt et al. [18], where the authors have introduced a technique for supporting higher degree of flexibility in design phase. The author has used open source tool to design the modules involved in the study. However, the study has lesser extent of discussion of result and validation of its outcomes. Sato and Asahi [19] have carried out a study to interpret a framework that can map the buying behaviour of the user using mathematical model on the online dataset. The outcomes were validated using ROC (Receiver Operation Characteristic) curve. Subramaniam et al. [20] have used XML based approach as an annotation scheme that can be adopted for dynamic database management in e-commerce application. However, the outcome lacks the implications of design pattern as well as software engineering.

1.2. The Problem

The problem identifications of usage of conventional e-Procurement system are as follows:

- At present, the purchaser is not provided with any access to the e-Procurement tools adopted by the firm.
- Attaining synchronization and streamlining the entire e-procurement system with the existing system is quite time consuming for the employees working in process management with less technical skills.
- Lack of connectivity of participation of the suppliers to the organization-based e-procurement tools leads to tedious manual search, identification, and assessing an effective suppliers.
- The existing e-Procurement application doesn’t provide much user friendly experience to its purchasers as well as other stake holders.
- The conventional system of e-Procurement calls for customer based design depending upon the existing requirement of an organization without much focus on flexibility and reusability of the software patterns.
- Existing web-based e-Procurement system also doesn’t focus on standard cryptographic technique and is not definitely resilient against various sorts of internet-based attack.
- Majority of the existing research toward conventional e-Procurement system is based on theoretical study where the implications on real-time can be hardly be evaluated.

1.3. The Proposed System

As the applications of the e-procurement posses various sensitive information, hence, it is essential to know the ranges of requisite factor to ensure an efficient design of e-procurement framework. Some of the essential requirements of the e-procurement framework are as follows [21]:

- It is essential that there must a switching of the entire business process from the original purchasing method to standard e-Procurement.
- It is important to ensure an optimal security using PKI (Public-Key Infrastructure) based encryption, asymmetric key or symmetric key based on the targeted applications.
- The communication channel for the bidder should be provided with SSL (Secure Socket Layer) to ensure safer bids.
• The system should retain enough transparency along with security for the tendering operation in e-procurement system.
• There should be usage of the standard legally accepted template to assist the user for better purchase experience and adherence to the government standards.
• All the bids taking place should be authenticated by PKI techniques or performing encryption. Similarly, robust and fail-proof decryption techniques could be used to further authenticate the encrypted bid.
• The cumulative software and hardware to be used should be highly relevant to the applications of e-procurement system.
• There should be a mandatory provision of incorporating firewalls and third party security systems to secure the communication channel between the user and the service provider. It is also important that such security patches should be regularly updated both in online and offline mode.
• The operating system of the user should be safeguarded against any illegitimate or malicious programmes that could act as potential threat to the e-procurement framework.
• There should be provision of regular audit for the applications running on the top of e-procurement system.
• It is essential to specify the type of key (whether public or private) by the PKI management tool for the purpose of validating the ongoing transactions or bids.
• It is also critical to provide password invisibility for any technical members on the background (e.g. administrator) to ensure optimal privacy and confidentiality of the transactions.
• There should not be any system in e-procurement that facilitates forgetting of the user’s password. As in that case, administrator might misuse the resetting of the password option. In such cases, the generated new password should be signed digitally only on the request of the user.

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

According to the standard specification, the quality of the e-procurement model should possess following layers e.g. i) data layer, ii) application layer, iii) infrastructure layer, and iv) process layer. According to the General Financial Rules (GFR) of IT Act-2005 [22], it is necessary that e-procurement system should work only in these 4 layers for carrying out its necessary operation as standards. Pictorial description of the standard framework of e-procurement is shown in Figure 1.

• **Data Layer:** This layer is required to ensure the storage of the data that are being transacted or generated using e-procurement system. This layer is also characterized by inclusion of security audits for each transacted data and validation of the cryptographic protocols to be used for encryption.

• **Application Layer:** This layer consists of both high level and low level design of the e-procurement framework to ensure exercising the best operational practices. Various tools are used to review the code of application layer e.g. Application Call Graph, Rule violation, memory leaks, dead codes etc. The conformance of application layer is done using functional testing towards data validation.

• **Infrastructure Layer:** The infrastructure layer of e-procurement is equipped with numerous components e.g. load balancing, server, security systems (firewalls), etc. Conformance of design of infrastructure layer is done by using penetration testing (decrypting password, fingerprinting, intrusion scanning etc) and performance testing (memory usage, CPU saturation statistics etc.).

• **Process Layer:** The conformance of the process layer is done by ISO 27001 standards that is mainly designed to ascertained secure SLA adherence. All the process being formulated in this layer is subjected for optimal security and configured by hierarchical access policy.

Apart from the inclusion of the above layer, it is important that there should be a specific certification policy of the adopted e-procurement application to ensure better conformance of the international standards and highly flexible for any future amendments to be made to map with the business process. There has been some research work in order to explore better frameworks in e-procurement in last decade. Singh and Thomson [23] have considered the case study of Australian e-procurement framework. The authors have proposed a model that is built up using buyer module, marketplace module, setting up relationship module, and seller module. Similar case study was also selected by Vaidya et al. [24] using balanced scoreboard. Parida [25] have presented a framework to investigate its possible impact on performance of a firm. The core components of the model are efficiency, effectiveness, dematerization, transparency, and competitiveness. The authors have adopted qualitative approach to build the framework that was analyzed using descriptive statistics. Bof and Previtali [26] have presented various national frameworks for adoption of e-procurement model to enhancing the purchasing experience considering the case study of public entities in Italy. The study has been framed using illustrative technique of methodology. Sharma and Vaisla [27] have presented a model of e-governance framework taking the case study of
Uttarakhand in India. The model is quite theoretical and provides extremely less evidence of its operability and essentials of software engineering being done on it.

Eadie et al. [28] have introduced a model responsible for designing compatibility maturity model of e-procurement considering the case study UK construction sectors. The study has also identified around 32 factors which have acted as impediments towards usage of e-procurement system in construction sector in UK. However, the limitation of the presented framework is i) no benchmarking or standardization of the framework making it difficult to understand the effectiveness, ii) lack of inclusion of security standards, and iii) no discussion on conformance of this model with the standard framework of e-procurement.

2.1. Challenges in E-Procurement

In order to maintain a synchronized pace with the advanced technological adoption by various firms and users, it is necessary to identify the issues and impediments towards growth or enhancement of performance in e-procurement system. As discussed in prior section that e-procurement system must adhere to the optimal security standards to ensure privacy and confidentiality of the transactions. One important need is to use the time stamping technique of all events (major or minor transactions) in order to have better retrieval and analysis of the purchase history. It is also quite essential that e-procurement system must also adhere to the general financial standards. Primarily the adoption of e-procurement system mainly targets to minimize the cost of purchasing and ensure highly standard process for placing online purchase. Other advantages are minimized discretion in the cycle of procurement with minimized cost of administrative task further enhancing the productivity. However, if the applications of e-government is so well structure, than it would have been much in advanced stage and already be used in existing system. But in reality, there are various complexities associated with the adoption of e-procurement system among the common users or generalized firms, who don’t posses much technical inputs about the flexibility as well as complexities connected to e-procurement. Still adoption of conventional procurement system is exercised by majority of the vendors or the firms. However, assuming that there are some group of enthusiastic user who have already adopted e-procurement system, there are various sorts of challenges as i) lack of knowledge about the effectiveness of e-procurement system, ii) majority of the suppliers are not ready to integrate their process with it, iii) normally the approach, techniques, and tools used to perform system integration is highly incompatible and not much interoperable in existing system, and finally, iv) its the staff or the members who are not highly skilled to operation complex e-procurement system in existing era. Apart from these issues, existing e-procurement applications also suffers from other critical issues e.g.

- Less capability to perform integration of existing e-procurement applications with upcoming ERP systems.
- It is quite difficult to provide online support for the suppliers and various other types of vendors.
• Conventional e-procurement system is characterized by complex user interface, which is quite challenging to operate effectively.

2.2. Upcoming Trend of E-Procurement

It has been witnessed that majority of the business process are moving on the cloud and so is e-procurement system. Cloud computing has introduced a new path for enhancing the business operation in most cost-effective way. By adopting the concept of virtualization and various forms of services (SaaS, IaaS, Paas, etc), cloud computing offers better licensing of the software targeting to solve any complex problem in business applications. From the expenditure viewpoint too, if the existing e-procurement system moves on the cloud, both users and vendors can save money and time that is spend on existing conventional e-procurement system. Some of the existing e-procurement systems over clouds are Coupa Procurement, eBid eXchange, Tofino, Procurify, BonFire, BidSync eProcurement, BuyerQuest eProcurement, P3Expeditor, iSourcing Solution, Ivalua Buyer, Ariba Spend Management Suit, Bupros Spend Management, Zycus Procurement, eSourcing, etc [29]. The prime reason for increasing trend of switching over to cloud e-procurement system as due to following factors viz. i) Capability to support multi-tenant, ii) Synchronous with workflow, iii) User-Friendliness, Flexibility of Configuration, Ease in Integration. Wang [30] have emphasized on problem of using qualitative approach. The outcome of the study was found to posses seamless procurement in public cloud. However, it did not discuss vividly and there was no benchmarking. Kiroski [31] have focused on the problem on e-invoicing using multi-tenant cloud using IaaS. The outcome of the study was found to posses Enhance scalability. The study has introduced a completely hypothetical model with no discussion of results vividly. Ojha [32] have focused on problem associated with e-procurement in Karnataka. Grilo [33] have focused on the problem of dynamicity of ICT using model-driven and service-oriented architecture. The outcome of the study was found to posses capability to process unstructured data. However, it lacks security and outcomes not discussed vividly. Magnusson [34] have emphasized on the problem of cost of deployment using theoretical model. The outcome of the study was found to effective analysis cost of switching to cloud. The scope of applicability is very less in real-time. Shalle [35] have introduced a study towards investigating Procurement performance using qualitative study. The outcome of the study was found to posses efficient service and procurement automation. The outcome also posses less evidence to show scope of applicability in real-time. Mencia [36] have presented a technique to evaluate e-procurement data using datamining. The outcome has accomplished 32% accuracy of analysis with no benchmarking. The experiment was carried out on dataset and not real-time data. Maniranjetha [37] have focused on resource procurement in cloud using mechanism design. The outcome of the study shows automation of procurement model done with no benchmarking. Naldi [38] have focused on problem associated with prediction of uncertainty using Geometric Brownian motion model. The outcome of the study shows to supports decision making with no benchmarking. Zhang [39] have presented a model of e-Auction using scheduling & allocation of process. The study outcome shows an effective service differentiation. However, it doesn’t mitigate integration problem.

3. RESEARCH & DISCUSSION

This section discusses about the significant research gap that is extracted after reviewing the existing literatures towards e-procurement system. The prominent tradeoff found on the existing research attempts till dates are:

• **Insufficient Technical Research**: It was seen that are more than 39 papers pertaining to technical implementation of e-Procurement system and only 10 papers on cloud-based e-Procurement system. Moreover majority of the existing work have adopted qualitative methodologies where data were captured using questionnaires. Technical implementation of cloud framework is quite less focused in e-Procurement system till date. Although, there are more number of whitepapers available on internet-based resources, but extremely less manuscript is found to showcase the problems pertaining to cloud based framework. Hence, it can be said that there is a need to continue investigating on problems associated with cloud based e-procurement system with evolution of various models.

• **Less focus on Genuine Problems**: At present, it was seen that integration of complex system, dynamicity of process, and user friendly interface are some of the significant problems. Majority of the work till date are found not to emphasize on these problems as there are no standard manuscript to claim so. Software modelling of the original research problem in e-Procurement system with adoption of experimental methodologies are not found much in existing work. Moreover, majority of the models presented are of hypothetical type, which doesn’t prove the way it solves the original problems in cloud based e-Procurement system.
• **Less Focus on Validation Model**: Although there are standards fixed for design and development of e-Procurement system, but till date none of the existing work is found to adhere to the standard framework specifications. Another interesting observation is there is less work being done towards adopting computational model to design algorithm or mathematical model tested on real-time environment. Hypothetical models can be tested if their algorithms and standards are specified in the existing work, which is completely missing in literatures. Design of algorithms is always tested in space and time complexity, which was never being adopted by any researcher presenting their techniques of cloud-based e-procurement system.

4. **CONCLUSION**

With the increasing adoption of the cloud computing on various enterprise applications in modern era, e-procurement system is also not left out. This paper has attempted to showcase that e-procurement is not merely an application to make online purchases, but it has many other contributory features. While adopting e-procurement system assists on online placement of purchase order, it also assists the stakeholder to monitor as well as control their buying behaviour in terms of expenditure. This paper has initially discussed about the background of the e-procurement system stating the most essential components responsible to successfully operate on e-Procurement system and slowly the discussion was inclined towards briefing the problems in this area. The next phase of discussion was towards understanding the critical requirements of e-procurement system with exclusive highlights on the standards of the eprocurement system. The discussion shows that if any researchers are attempting to design eprocurement system, it should abide by the globally acclaimed standards. The consecutive phase of discussion was towards understanding the potential challenges of existing and conventional web-based e-procurement system. The next phase of the paper has discussed the evolution of cloud computing where it was stated various positive justification of how the adoption of cloud computing could possible solve the ongoing issues of conventional eprocurement system. The discussion was also followed by existing studies towards adoption of cloud on eProcurement system where some ground truth has been explored. It was seen that till date there are no work which claims about benchmarked outcomes, or supported by computational model to testify the effectiveness of the presented work till date. Evidence of these findings are summarized in research gap, which is meant to put forward a true picture of the existing system. The outcomes cumulatively suggest that there is critical need to evolve up with a computational model that can efficiently handle the ongoing problems found ignored in existing literatures. Our future work will be definitely toward evolving up with a computational model, which will be designed based on empirical and experimental methodologies and we will also plan to perform benchmarking with an existing model to showcase the effectiveness of our upcoming model.
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